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Abstract

This paper explores the hypothesis that se-
mantic relatedness may be more reliably in-
ferred by using a multilingual space, as com-
pared to the typical monolingual representa-
tion. Through evaluations using several state-
of-the-art semantic relatedness systems, ap-
plied on standard datasets, we show that a
multilingual approach is better suited for this
task, and leads to improvements of up to 47%
with respect to the monolingual baseline.

1 Introduction

Semantic relatedness is the task of quantifying the
strength of the semantic connection between tex-
tual units, be they words, sentences, or documents.
For instance, one may want to determine how se-
mantically related are two words such ascar and
automobile, or two pieces of text such asI love an-
imals and I own a pet. It is one of the main tasks
explored in the field of natural language processing,
as it lies at the core of a large number of applica-
tions such as information retrieval (Ponte and Croft,
1998), query reformulation (Metzler et al., 2007;
Yih and Meek, 2007; Sahami and Heilman, 2006;
Broder et al., 2008), image retrieval (Leong and Mi-
halcea, 2009; Goodrum, 2000), plagiarism detection
(Hoad and Zobel, 2003; Shivakumar and Garcia-
Molina, 1995; Broder et al., 1997; Heintze, 1996;
Brin et al., 1995; Manber, 1994), information flow
(Metzler et al., 2005), sponsored search (Broder et
al., 2008), short answer grading (Mohler and Mihal-
cea, 2009a; Pulman and Sukkarieh, 2005; Mitchell
et al., 2002), and textual entailment (Dagan et al.,
2005).

The typical approach to semantic relatedness is to
either measure the distance between the constituent

words by using a knowledge base such as Word-
Net or Roget (e.g., (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998;
Lesk, 1986; Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003; Peder-
sen et al., 2004)), or to calculate the similarity be-
tween the word distributions in very large corpora
(e.g., (Landauer et al., 1991; Lin, 1998; Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007)). With almost no exception,
these methods have been applied on one language at
a time – English, most of the time, although mea-
sures of relatedness have also been explored on lan-
guages such as German (Zesch et al., 2007), Chinese
(Li et al., 2005), Japanese (Kazama et al., 2010), and
others.

In this paper, we take a step further and ex-
plore a joint multilingual semantic relatedness met-
ric, which aggregates semantic relatedness scores
measured on several different languages. Specifi-
cally, in our method, in order to measure the re-
latedness of two textual units, we first determine
their relatedness in multiple languages, and conse-
quently infer a final relatedness score by averaging
the scores calculated in the individual languages.

Our hypothesis is that a multilingual representa-
tion can enrich the relatedness space and address
relevant issues such aspolysemy(i.e., find that two
occurrences of the same word in language L1 rep-
resent two different meanings because of different
translations in language L2) andsynonymy(i.e., find
that two words in language L1 are related because
they have the same translation in language L2). We
show that by measuring relatedness in a multilingual
space, we are able to improve over a traditional re-
latedness measure that relies exclusively on a mono-
lingual representation.

Through experiments using several state-of-the-
art measures of relatedness, applied on a multilin-
gual space including English, Arabic, Spanish, and
Romanian, we aim to answer the following research
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questions: (1) Does the task of semantic relatedness
benefit from a multilingual representation, as com-
pared to a monolingual one? (2) Does the translation
quality affect the results? and (3) Do the findings
hold for different relatedness datasets?

The paper is organized as follows. First, we
overview related work on word and text related-
ness, and on multilingual natural language process-
ing. We then briefly describe three corpus-based
measures of relatedness, and present several word
and text datasets that have been used in the past to
evaluate relatedness. We then present evaluations
and experiments addressing each of the three re-
search questions, and discuss our findings.

2 Related Work

Semantic relatedness.The approaches for seman-
tic relatedness that have been considered to date
can be grouped into knowledge-based and corpus-
based. Knowledge-based methods derive a measure
of relatedness by utilizing lexical resources and on-
tologies such as WordNet (Miller, 1995) to mea-
sure definitional overlap (Lesk, 1986), term dis-
tance within a graphical taxonomy (Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998), term depth in the taxonomy as a
measure of specificity (Wu and Palmer, 1994), and
others. The application of such measures to a lan-
guage other than English requires the availability of
the lexical resource in that language; furthermore,
even though taxonomies such as WordNet (Miller,
1995) are available in a number of languages1, their
coverage is still limited, and often times they are not
publicly available. For these reasons, in multilingual
settings, these measures often become untractable.

On the other side, corpus-based measures
such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Lan-
dauer et al., 1991), Explicit Semantic Analy-
sis (ESA) (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007),
Salient Semantic Analysis (SSA) (Hassan and Mi-
halcea, 2011), Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
(Church and Hanks, 1990), PMI-IR (Turney, 2001),
Second Order PMI (Islam and Inkpen, 2006), Hy-
perspace Analogues to Language (HAL) (Burgess
et al., 1998) and distributional similarity (Lin, 1998)
employ probabilistic approaches to decode the se-
mantics of words. They consist of unsupervised
methods that utilize the contextual information and
patterns observed in raw text to build semantic pro-
files of words, and thus they can be easily transferred

1http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/

to a new language provided that a large corpus in that
language is available.

Multilingual natural language processing. Also
relevant is the work done on multilingual text pro-
cessing, which attempts to improve the performance
of different natural language processing tasks by
integrating information drawn from multiple lan-
guages. For instance, (Cohn and Lapata, 2007) ex-
plore the use of triangulation for machine transla-
tion, where multiple translation models are learned
using multilingual parallel corpora. The model was
found especially beneficial for languages where the
training dataset was small, thus suggesting that this
method may be particularly useful for languages
with scarce resources. (Davidov and Rappoport,
2009) experiment with the use of multiple languages
to enhance an existing lexicon. In their experiments,
using three source languages and 45 intermediate
languages, they find that the multilingual resources
can lead to significant improvements in concept ex-
pansion. (Banea et al., 2010) explore the use of
parallel multilingual corpora to improve subjectivity
classification in a target language, finding that the
use of multilingual representations for subjectivity
analysis improves over the monolingual classifiers.
Similarly, (Banea and Mihalcea, 2011) investigate
the use of multilingual contexts for word sense dis-
ambiguation. By leveraging on the translations of
the annotated contexts in multiple languages, a mul-
tilingual thematic space emerges that better disam-
biguates target words.

Finally, there are two lines of work that explore
semantic distances in a multilingual space. First,
(Besançon and Rajman, 2002) examine the notion
that the distances between document vectors within
a language correlate with the distances between their
corresponding vectors in a parallel corpus. These
findings provide clues about the possibility of reli-
able semantic knowledge transfer across language
boundaries. Second, (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2009)
propose a framework to compute semantic relat-
edness between two words in different languages,
by considering Wikipedia articles in multiple lan-
guages. The method differs from the one proposed
here, as we aggregate relatedness over monolingual
spaces rather than measuring cross-lingual related-
ness, and we do not specifically use the inter-wiki
links between Wikipedia pages.
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3 Measures of Text Relatedness

In this work, we focus on corpus-based metrics
because of their unsupervised nature, their flexi-
bility, scalability, and portability to different lan-
guages. Specifically, we utilize three popular mod-
els, LSA (Landauer et al., 1991), ESA (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007), and SSA (Hassan and Mi-
halcea, 2011). In these models, the semantic profile
of a word is expressed in terms of the explicit (ESA),
implicit (LSA), or salient (SSA) concepts. All three
models are trained on the Wikipedia 2010 corpora
corresponding to the four languages of interest (En-
glish, Arabic, Spanish, Romanian).

Explicit Semantic Analysis. ESA (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007) uses encyclopedic knowl-
edge in an information retrieval framework to gen-
erate a semantic interpretation of words. Since en-
cyclopedic knowledge is typically organized into
concepts (or topics), each concept is described us-
ing definitions and examples.ESA relies on the
distribution of words inside the encyclopedic de-
scriptions. It builds semantic representations for
a given word using a word-document association,
where each document represents a Wikipedia article.
In this vector representation, the semantic interpre-
tation of a text can be modeled as an aggregation of
the semantic vectors of its individual words.

Latent Semantic Analysis. In LSA (Landauer et
al., 1991), term-context associations are captured by
means of a dimensionality reduction operated by a
singular value decomposition (SVD) on the term-by-
context matrixT, where the matrix is induced from
a large corpus. This reduction entails the abstraction
of meaning by collapsing similar contexts and dis-
counting noisy and irrelevant ones, hence transform-
ing the real world term-context space into a word-
latent-concept space which achieves a much deeper
and concrete semantic representation of words.

Salient Semantic Analysis. SSA (Hassan and
Mihalcea, 2011) incorporates a similar semantic
abstraction and interpretation of words, by using
salient concepts gathered from encyclopedic knowl-
edge, where a concept is defined as an unambigu-
ous word or phrase with a concrete meaning, which
can afford an encyclopedic definition. The links
available between Wikipedia articles, obtained ei-
ther through manual annotation by the Wikipedia
users or using an automatic annotation process, are
regarded as clues or salient features within the text
that help define and disambiguate its context. This

method seeks to determine the semantic relatedness
of words by measuring the distance between their
concept-based profiles, where a profile consists of
co-occurring salient concepts found within a given
window size in a very large corpus.

4 Datasets

To evaluate the representation strength of a multilin-
gual semantic relatedness model we employ several
standard word-to-word and text-to-text datasets. For
each of these datasets, we make use of their repre-
sentation in the four languages of interest.

4.1 Word Relatedness

We construct our multilingual word-to-word
datasets building upon three word relatedness
datasets that have been widely used in the past.
Rubenstein and Goodenough(Rubenstein and
Goodenough, 1965) (RG65) consists of 65 word
pairs ranging from synonymy pairs (e.g.,car -
automobile) to completely unrelated words (e.g.,
noon - string). The participating terms in all the
pairs are non-technical nouns annotated by 51 hu-
man judges on a scale from 0 (unrelated) to 4 (syn-
onyms).
Miller-Charles (Miller and Charles, 1991) (MC30)
is a subset ofRG65, consisting of 30 word pairs an-
notated for relatedness by 38 human subjects, using
the same 0 to 4 scale.
WordSimilarity-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001)
(WS353), also known as Finkelstein-353, consists
of 353 word pairs annotated by 13 human experts,
on a scale from 0 (unrelated) to 10 (synonyms).
While containing theMC30 set, it poses an addi-
tional degree of difficulty by also including phrases
(e.g.,“Wednesday news”), proper names and tech-
nical terms.

To enable a multilingual representation, we use
the multilingual datasets introduced by (Hassan and
Mihalcea, 2009), which are based uponMC30 and
WS353. These multilingual datasets are built us-
ing manual translations, following the same guide-
lines adopted for the generation and the annotation
of their original English counterparts. These manu-
ally translated collections, available in Arabic, Span-
ish, and Romanian, allow us to infer an upper bound
for the multilingual semantic relatedness model.

Moreover, in order to provide a more realistic
scenario, where manual translations are not avail-
able, we also create multilingual datasets by auto-
matically translating the three English datasets into
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Arabic, Spanish and Romanian.2 Similar to how the
manually translated datasets were created by provid-
ing the bilingual speakers with one word pair at a
time, for the automatic translation each word pair is
processed as a single query to the translation engine.
Thus, the co-occurrence metrics derived from large
corpora are able to play a role in providing a dis-
ambiguated translation instead of defaulting to the
most frequently used sense if the words were to be
processed individually. This allows for the embed-
ded word pair relatedness to be transferred to other
languages as well.

4.2 Text Relatedness

We use three standard text-to-text datasets.
Lee50 (Lee and Welsh, 2005) is a compilation of
50 documents collected from the Australian Broad-
casting Corporation’s news mail service. Each doc-
ument is scored by ten annotators on a scale from 1
(unrelated) to 5 (alike) based on its semantic related-
ness to all the other documents. The users’ annota-
tion is then averaged per document pair, resulting in
2,500 document pairs annotated with their similarity
scores. Since it was found that there was no signif-
icant difference between annotations given a differ-
ent order of the documents in a pair (Lee and Welsh,
2005), the evaluations are carried out on only 1225
document pairs after ignoring duplicates.
Li30 (Li et al., 2006) is a sentence pair similar-
ity dataset obtained by replacing each of theRG65
word-pairs with their respective definitions extracted
from the Collins Cobuild dictionary (Sinclair, 2001).
Each sentence pair was scored between 0 (unrelated)
to 4 (alike) by 32 native English speakers, and their
annotations were averaged. Due to the skew in the
scores toward low similarity sentence-pairs, they se-
lected a subset of 30 sentences from the 65 sentence
pairs to maintain an even relatedness distribution.
AG400 (Mohler and Mihalcea, 2009b) is a domain
specific dataset from the field of computer science,
used to evaluate the application of semantic relat-
edness measures to real world applications such as
short answer grading. We employ the version pro-
posed by (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2011) which con-
sists of 400 student answers along with the corre-
sponding questions and correct instructor answers.
Each student answer was graded by two judges on
a scale from 0 (completely wrong) to 5 (perfect an-
swer). The correlation between human judges was

2For all the automatic translations we used the Google
Translate service.

measured at0.64.
First, we construct a multilingual, manually trans-

lated text-to-text relatedness dataset based on the
standardLi30 corpus.3 Native speakers of Spanish,
Romanian and Arabic, who were also highly profi-
cient in English, were asked to translate the entries
drawn from the English collection. They were pre-
sented with one sentence at a time, and asked to pro-
vide the appropriate translation into their native lan-
guage. Since we had five Spanish, two Arabic, and
two Romanian translators, an arbitrator (native to the
language) was charged with merging the candidate
translations by proposing one sentence per language.

Furthermore, to test the abstraction of semantics
from the choice of underlying language, we asked
three different Spanish human experts to re-score the
Spanish text-pair translations on the same scale used
in the construction of the English collection. The
correlation between the relatedness scores assigned
during this experiment and the scores assigned to the
original English experiment was0.77 − 0.86, indi-
cating that the translations provided by the bilingual
judges were correct and preserved the semantics of
the original English text-pairs. As was the case
for the manually constructed word-to-word datasets
previously described, the metrics obtained on the
manually translatedLi30 dataset will also act as an
upper bound for the text-to-text evaluations.

Finally, for a more sensible scenario where the
text fragments do not require manual translations
in order to compute their semantic relatedness, we
create a multilingual version of the three English
datasets by employing statistical machine translation
to translate the texts into the other three languages.
Each text pair was processed through two separate
queries to the translation engine, since the two text
fragments contain sufficient information to prompt
an in-context translation on their own.

5 Framework

We generateSSA, LSA andESA vectorial models
for English, Romanian, Arabic, and Spanish, using
the same Wikipedia 2010 versions for all the sys-
tems (e.g., theSSA, LSA and ESA relatedness
measures for Spanish are all trained on the same
Spanish Wikipedia version).

We construct a multilingual model by considering
a word- or text-pair from a source language along

3Dataset is available for download atlit.csci.unt.
edu/index.php?P=research/downloads
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with its translations in the other languages. To eval-
uate this multilingual model in a way that reduces
the bias that may arise from choosing one language
over the other, we do the following: we start from a
source language and generate all the possible combi-
nations of this language with the available language
set{ar, en, es, ro}. Within each combination, we
average the monolingual model scores for the lan-
guages in this combination with respect to the target
word- or text-pair into a final relatedness score.

For example, let us consider Spanish as the source
language, then the possible combinations of the lan-
guages that include the source language will be
{{es}, {es, ar}, {es, ro}, {es, en}, {es, ar, en},
{es, ar, ro}, {es, en, ro}, and {es, ar, en, ro}}.
For each possible combination, we aggregate the
scores of the languages in that combination. In this
setting, a combination of size (cardinality) one will
always be the source language and will serve as the
baseline. For every combination (e.g.{es, ar}),
we average the individual monolingual relatedness
scores for a given word- or text-pair in this set.

Finally, to calculate the overall correlation of
these generated multilingual models (one system per
combination size) with the human scores, we av-
erage the correlation scores achieved over all the
datasets in a given combination (e.g.,{es, ar}) with
all correlation scores achieved under other combina-
tions of the same size (e.g.,{es, ro}, {es, en}). This
in effect allows us to observe the cumulative perfor-
mance irrespective of language choice, as we extend
the multilingual model to include more languages.

Formally, letN be the number of languages,Cn

be the set of all language combinations of sizen, and
ci be one of the possible combinations of sizen,

Cn = {ci | |ci| = n, 0 < i <

(

N

n

)

} (1)

then the relatedness of a word- or text-pairp from
the datasetP under this combination can be repre-
sented as:

Simci(p) =
1

|ci|

∑

l∈ci

Siml(p) (2)

whereSiml(p) is the relatedness score of the word-
or text-pairp in the monolingual model of language
l. To evaluate the performance of the multilingual
model, letDi be the generated relatedness distribu-
tion for the datasetP using the combinationci:

Di = {〈p, Simci(p)〉 | p ∈ P}. (3)

Then, the correlation between the gold standard
distributionG and the generated scores can be cal-
culated as follows:

CorrelCn
(D, G) =

1

|Cn|

∑

ci∈Cn

Correlci(Di, G),

(4)
whereCorrel can stand for Pearson (r), Spearman
(ρ), or their harmonic mean (µ), as also reported in
(Hassan and Mihalcea, 2011).

6 Evaluations

In this section we revisit the questions formulated in
the introduction, and based on different experiment
setups following the framework introduced in Sec-
tion 5, we provide an answer to each one of them.

Does the task of semantic relatedness benefit
from a multilingual representation? We evalu-
ate the three semantic relatedness models, namely
LSA, ESA andSSA on our manually constructed
multilingual word relatedness (MC30, WS353)
and text relatedness datasets (LI30), as described in
Section 4.

Figure 1 plots the correlation scores achieved
across all the languages against the gold stan-
dard and then averaged across all the multilingual
datasets. The figure shows a clear and steady im-
provement (25% - 28% with respect to the mono-
lingual baseline) achieved when more languages are
incorporated into the relatedness model. It is worth
noting that both the Pearson and Spearman correla-
tions exhibit the same improvement pattern, which
confirms our hypothesis that adding more languages
has a positive impact on the relatedness scores. The
fact that this trend is visible across all the systems
supports the idea that a multilingual representation
constitutes a better model for determining semantic
relatedness. Furthermore, we notice thatSSA is the
best performing system under these settings, with a
correlation improvement of approximately 15%.

To further analyze the role of the multilingual
model and to explore whether some languages ben-
efit from using this abstraction more than others,
we plot the correlation scores achieved by the indi-
vidual languages averaged over all the systems and
the datasets in Figure 2. We notice a sharp rise in
performance associated with the addition of more
languages to the Arabic (42%) and the Romanian
(47%) models, and a slower rise for Spanish (23%).
The performance of English is also affected, but on
a smaller scale (4%) when compared to the other
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Figure 1: Manual translation - average correlation (µ,
r, ρ) obtained from incorporating scores from models in
other languages

languages. Not surprisingly, this correlates with the
size of each corpus, where Arabic and Romanian are
the smallest, while English is the largest.

The results support the notion that resource poor
languages can benefit from languages with richer
and larger resources, such as English or Spanish.
Furthermore, incorporating additional languages to
English also leads to small improvements, which in-
dicates that the benefit, while disproportionate, is
mutual.

Does the quality of translations affect the results?
As a natural next step, we investigate the role played
by the manual translations in the performance of the
multilingual model. Since the previous evaluations
require the availability of the word- or text-pairs
in multiple languages, we attempt to see if we can
eliminate this restriction by automating the trans-
lation process using statistical machine translation
(MT). Therefore, for a multilingual model employ-
ing automated settings, the manual models proposed
previously constitute an upper bound.

We use the Google MT engine4 to translate our
multilingual datasets into the target languages (en,
es, ar, andro). We then repeat all the evaluations
using the newly constructed datasets.

Figure 3 shows the correlation scores achieved
across all the languages and averaged across all the
multilingual datasets constructed using automatic
translation. We again see a clear and steady im-

4This API is now offered as a paid service; Microsoft or
Babelfish automatic translation services are publicly available.
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Figure 2: Manual translation - average correlation (µ,
r, ρ) obtained by supplementing a source language with
scores from other languages

provement (12% - 35% with respect to the mono-
lingual baseline) similar to the observed pattern in
the corresponding manual evaluations (Figure 1).
While the overall achieved performance forSSA
has dropped (fromµ = 0.793 to µ = 0.71) when
compared to the manual settings, we are still able
to improve over the baseline (µ = 0.635). LSA
seems to experience the highest relative improve-
ment (35%), which might be due to its ability to
handle noise in these automatic settings. Over-
all Pearson and Spearman correlations exhibit the
same improvement pattern, which supports the no-
tion that even with the possibility of introducing
noise through miss-translations, the models overall
benefit from the additional clues provided by the
multilingual representation.

To explore the effect of automatic translation on
the individual languages, we plot the correlation
scores achieved vis-à-vis a reference language, and
average over all the systems and the automatically
translated datasets in Figure 4, in a similar fashion
to Figure 2.

We notice the similar rise in performance asso-
ciated with the addition of more languages to the
Arabic (20%) and the Romanian (37%) models, and
a slower rise for Spanish (16%) and English (8%).
The effect of the automatic translation quality is ev-
ident for the Arabic language where the automatic
translation seems to slow down the improvement
when compared to the manual translations (Figure
2). A similar behavior is also observed in Spanish
and Romanian but on a lower scale.
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Figure 3: Automatic translation - average correlation (µ,
r, ρ) obtained from incorporating scores from models in
other languages

A very interesting consideration is that English
experiences a stronger improvement when using au-
tomatic translations (8%) compared to manual trans-
lations (4%). This can be attributed to the trans-
lation engine quality in transferring English text to
other languages and to the fact that the statistical
translation (when accurate) can lead to a transla-
tion that makes use of more frequently used words,
which contribute to more robust relatedness mea-
sures. When presented with a word pair, human
judges may provide a translation influenced by the
form/root of the word in the source language, which
may not be as commonly used as the output of a
MT system. For example, when presented with the
pair “coast - shore,” a Romanian translator may be
tempted to provide “coastă” as a translation candi-
date for the first word in the pair, as it resembles the
English word in form. However, the Romanian word
is highly ambiguous, and in an authoritative Roma-
nian dictionary5 its primary sense is that of rib, fol-
lowed by side, slope, and ultimately coast. Thus, a
MT system using a statistical inference may provide
a stronger translation such as “ţărm” that is far less
ambiguous, and whose primary meaning is the one
intended by the original pair.

Overall, the trend is positive and follows the
pattern previously observed on the manually con-
structed datasets. This suggests that an automatic
translation, even if more noisy, is beneficial and pro-
vides a way to reinforce semantic relatedness in a

5http://dexonline.ro/definitie/coasta
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Figure 4: Automatic translation - average correlation (µ,
r, ρ) obtained by supplementing a source language with
scores from other languages

given language with information coming from mul-
tiple languages with no manual effort.

Do our findings hold for different relatedness
datasets?At last, encouraged by the small perfor-
mance difference between the use of manual ver-
sus automatic translations, we seek to explore how
this multilingual model behaves under the different
paradigms dictated by word relatedness versus text
relatedness scenarios. Since our previous experi-
ments were constrained to collections for which we
also had a manual translation, we perform a larger
scale evaluation by including automatically trans-
lated word relatedness (RG65) and text relatedness
(LEE50 andAG400) datasets into all the languages
in our language set, and repeat all the word-to-word
and text-to-text evaluations.

Table 1 shows the correlation scores achieved us-
ing automatic translations on the word relatedness
datasets. Most models on most datasets benefit from
the multilingual representation (as shown by the fig-
ures in bold). Specifically, theSSA model has an
improvement inµ of 26% for WS353 and 15% for
MC30. This improvement is most evident in the
case of the largest datasetWS353, where all the
multilingual models exhibit a consistent and strong
performance.

Table 2 reports the results obtained for the text
relatedness datasets using automatic translation.
While the ESA performance suffers in the multi-
lingual model, it is overshadowed by the improve-
ment experienced byLSA andSSA. The multilin-
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r ρ µ

Models MC30 RG65 WS353 MC30 RG65 WS353 MC30 RG65 WS353
ESAen 0.645 0.644 0.487 0.742 0.768 0.525 0.690 0.701 0.506
ESAml 0.723 0.741 0.515 0.766 0.759 0.519 0.744 0.75 0.517
LSAen 0.509 0.450 0.435 0.525 0.499 0.436 0.517 0.473 0.436
LSAml 0.538 0.566 0.487 0.484 0.569 0.517 0.510 0.567 0.502
SSAen 0.771 0.824 0.543 0.688 0.772 0.553 0.727 0.797 0.548
SSAml 0.873 0.807 0.674 0.803 0.795 0.713 0.836 0.801 0.693

Table 1: Automatic translation -r, ρ, µ correlations on the word relatedness datasets using multilingual models.

r ρ µ

Models LI30 LEE50 AG400 LI30 LEE50 AG400 LI30 LEE50 AG400
ESAen 0.792 0.756 0.434 0.797 0.48 0.392 0.795 0.587 0.412
ESAml 0.776 0.648 0.382 0.742 0.339 0.358 0.759 0.445 0.369
LSAen 0.829 0.776 0.400 0.824 0.523 0.359 0.826 0.625 0.379
LSAml 0.856 0.765 0.46 0.855 0.502 0.404 0.856 0.606 0.43
SSAen 0.840 0.744 0.520 0.843 0.371 0.501 0.841 0.495 0.510
SSAml 0.829 0.743 0.539 0.87 0.41 0.521 0.849 0.528 0.53

Table 2: Automatic translation -r, ρ, µ correlations on the text relatedness datasets using multilingual models.

gual model reports some of the best scores in the
literature, such as a correlations ofr = 0.856 and
ρ = 0.87 for LI30 achieved byLSA andSSA, re-
spectively. Not surprisingly,SSA is still a top con-
tender, achieving the highest scores forAG400 and
LI30. In AG400, SSA reports aµ of 0.53 which
represents a4% improvement over the EnglishSSA
model (µ = 0.51) and a16% improvement over the
best knowledge-based systemJ&C (µ = 0.457).

It is important to note that the evaluation in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 are restricted to data translated from En-
glish into a target language. English, as a resource-
rich language, has an extensive and robust monolin-
gual model, yet it can still be enhanced with addi-
tional clues originating from other languages. Ac-
cordingly, we only expected small improvements in
these two experiments, unlike the cases where we
start from resource-poor languages such as Roma-
nian or Arabic (see Figures 2 and 4).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed how a semantic relatedness
measure computed in a multilingual space is able
to acquire and leverage additional information from
the multilingual representation, and thus be strength-
ened as more languages are taken into considera-
tion. Our experiments seem to suggest that combi-
nations of multiple languages supply additional in-
formation to derive a semantic relatedness between
texts in an automatic framework. Since establishing

semantic relatedness requires us to employ cogni-
tive processes that are in large part independent of
the language that we speak, it comes at no surprise
that using relatedness clues originating from more
than one language allows for a better identification
of relationships between texts. While efficiency may
be a concern, it is worth noting that the method is
highly parallelizable, as the individual relatedness
measures obtained before the aggregation step can
be calculated in parallel.

Notably, all the relatedness measures that we ex-
perimented with exhibited the same improvement
trend. While this framework allows languages with
scarce electronic resources, such as Romanian and
Arabic, to obtain very large improvements in seman-
tic relatedness as compared to the monolingual mea-
sures, improvements are also noticed for languages
with richer resources such as English.
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